HOME FOR SOCIAL
THERAPY, NGO

CAMPHILL INITIATIVE IN LITHUANIA
Home for Social Therapy - initiative of parents and specialists, who gathered
together in 2016 with a purpose to build a community where people with
developmental disabilities could find their home, work and destiny.
We base our organisation on the values and principles of International
Camphill Movement and Social Therapy.
A day center AKVILA was launched on
September 29th, 2018.

We launched Social Workshop for

making Exercise Books for Waldorf
Schools on June 2020.

We are Affiliated Members of Camphill

Northern Region Association (CNRA)
since March 14th, 2019.

2018, Michaelmas

CAMPHILL INITIATIVE IN LITHUANIA
Currently, Lithuania is undergoing a

deinstitutionalization process to move from

institutional care to community-based services.
We are the only community based institution

providing day care center services for adults with
intellectual disabilities operating in Kaunas
district (outside Kaunas city).

Our organisation is welcomed and supported by
representatives of the responsible authorities,

municipality and families in need of such services.
AKVILA provide social services for young adults
from day care centers and educational

institutions when they reach the age of majority.
The vision for the future is to grow into a
residential community in Camphill Village.

AKVILA, history of the name
AKVILA is located in the

residential area, in Garliava, a

suburb the Kaunas city, which
is the second largest city of
Lithuania.

Idea for our name came from the girl named

Akvilė, who grew up in a house where we are
located. AKVILA in Latin ("aquila") means
"eagle" and this bird is considered as

messenger between spiritual and physical
worlds.

AKVILA place
AKVILA house has 3 floors,
350 sq.m.. It's a former
family house.
Currently, Home for Social
Therapy, NGO leases this
house for zero euros.
The house has 12 different rooms, which serve their purpose in everyday
activities: workshop rooms, sports and therapy hall, lounge, kitchen and
dining room, office space, library, consulting room.

We have a 10 ares land plot around the house, where is fruit garden with
fruit trees, berry bushes, green garden, vegetable garden.

AKVILA place

AKVILA activities
Working life:

our goal is to establish

workshops, where everyone could meet one's
profession, one's occupation. Work sharing,
social therapeutic approach helps us to
create possibilities for residents to meet each
other, and hopefully, to meet themselves.

Therapies: to support development of people with
special needs we are planing to have art and music

therapies, kinesiotheraphy (physical therapy), massage,

psychologist, co-operate with other institutions where we
could access, for example, horse therapy.

AKVILA activities
Life long learning: everybody in our
community understands the importance
of learning from everyday life situations,
from each other, as well as from
individual studies, seminars and lectures.

Community: every day we are striving
to build a community of individuals,
where everyone could experience
oneself as the most important, where
we could meet and fulfil needs of the
others. Festivals of the year, cultural
activities, community gatherings are
important part of our social life.

Development of workshops

Our main task at this stage is to develop the workshops we have started. Young adults
that attend our center learn to acquire working skills, to master a profession they chose:

Food
Handicrafts

workshop

House care

workshop

Gardening and
outside

workshop

New paper workshop
We renovated our previous garage and made it into new Paper workshop in June 2020, where
we produce exercise books for Waldorf Schools, notebooks, other products from paper.

Daily life in AKVILA

Daily life in AKVILA

Celebrating community

1 year anniversary

Current situation:

AKVILA has a legal license to host 20 young adults with developmental disorder in
day center and there is possibility for 10 more people to come to work in Social

workshop. We will share our work among 11 co-workers. Hopefully volunteers will
join us as well.

At the moment, July 2020, there are 20 villagers all together in Day Center and

Social Workshop and 10 co-workers, 3 regular volunteers who work to establish day
rhythm, workshops and bring our ideas and ideals into everyday life. We are happy

to have specialists, friends, families who supports us with their practical knowledge,
with important contacts and good intentions.

We are starting a new project, funded by Eu and Lithuanian

government, to build a house for independent living, which will
be the beginning of our vision to develop Camphill residential
community.

Priorities of administrative group is now concentrated on

seeking funds that could help us to buy the house we are
located at.

We are fundraising for AKVILA HOUSE
Currently, AKVILA house is leased for zero euros per month;
The family who owns the house wants to sell it;
We made a commitment to raise funds and purchase it before December 2020;
By agreement Akvila is using only 2/3 of the house (the rest is at the disposal of the owners);
If we would buy the house we could have more space for the activities, therapies, workshops
and that is essential for our further development;
We need to raise funds of 150.000 euros in total to
buy the building and the land;

We are still short of 100.000 euros, as we have an
invitation to apply for 50.000 grant to one Trust
with the condition that we find the rest of the
money;

We are seeking to find several sources for Donations
or Grants so every contribution will be highly
appreciated;

We would also consider a partial loan;

HOME FOR SOCIAL THERAPY, NGO
Contact person: Jolita Čilvinaitė, +370 688 92482, projects@akvila.lt
J.Biliuno str. 22, Garliava, LT-53257, Lithuania

www.akvila.lt
www.facebook.com/camphillLithuania/
http://camphillnorthernregion.org/communities/

IBAN (Bank Account no.): LT897300010158916852
SWIFT: HABALT22
"SWEDBANK", AB
Konstitucijos pr. 20A, 03502, Vilnius, Lithuania

Hope to see you in AKVILA :)

